Announcing APA California Chapter Members Successfully Achieving AICP Status!

Congratulations to the following 58 APA California Members who have achieved AICP Status after the May 2019 Exam!

Central Section:

Brian Schwartz

Central Coast Section:

Gilbert Bostwick
Amber Piona

Inland Empire Section:

Cheryl Kitzerow

Los Angeles Section:

Dina Abdulkarian
Juan Arauz
Dave Blumenthal
Amanda Chapman
Ross Fehrman
Bradley Furuya
Azeen Kahnmalek
Jeffrey Khau
Jeremiah LaRose
Richard Marshalian
Ashley McCoy
Cassandra Pruett
Maya Saraf
David Schumacher
Shruti Shankar

Northern Section:

Della Acosta
Barry Bergman
Jeff Bond
Sarah Bowab
Brian Chambers
William Chui
Stein Coriell
Jesse Davis
Stefanie Farmer
Jessica Garner
Matthew Gilster
Anna Harkman
Jordan Harrison
Daniel Jacobson
Ashley James
Ethan Lavine
Joseph Lawlor
Xinyu Liang
Rafael Murillo
Trever Parker
Garrison Rees
Annie Ryan
Margaret Smith
Stephen Tu
Atisha Varshiney

Orange Section:

Laurel Reimer
Andrew Watkins
Jenny Yu

Sacramento Valley Section:

Antonio Ablog
Rodney Brown
Katherine Green
Erin Gustafson

San Diego Section:

Michael Fellows
Caitlin Jafolla
Aleksandar Jovanovic
Lynette Leighton
Suchitra Lukes
Allie Scrivener
Elyce Shorb